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Up your Game with the Sky MX7
If you want to “up” your game, the MX7 is the 
way to go. Armed with an Intel i7 6700 HQ 
Skylake CPU and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 
980M (8GB DDR5) GPU, this laptop is a 
serious competitor. 
Compliment your arsenal with up to 64 GB of 
DDR4 RAM and up to 11TB of storage for 
streaming highlights, and you’re ready to fight 
your way to the top ranks!



The GeForce GTX 980M takes advantage of next-generation NVIDIA Maxwell™ architecture to deliver 
unrivaled performance, advanced graphics technologies, and improved battery life. Now you can take on 
the most visually challenging games with fast, smooth gameplay at ultra-settings.

Biometrics are automated methods of recognizing a person based on a physiological or behavioral charac-
teristic. Among the features measured are fingerprints.  Only the person bearing your fingerprint will be 
given access to your notebook and all of your personal information.

Next Generation DDR4 memory is here.  Overcome one of the greatest computer limitations; memory!  
From networking, cloud computing and more, memory-dependent applications require increasingly higher 
densities of memory and higher levels of performance than are attainable on current DDR3 technology.

Screen Tearing takes all the fun out of blasting your buddies when online gaming.  G-Sync technology will 
ensure you are at your best and ready for battle!

Only 1.18 inches thick when closed.  An easily luggable powerhouse!

7 lbs (3.2 kg) of twisted steel and sex appeal! Even with all this power you will be able to easily carry or 
backpack this notebook to and from work and play.  No more carrying multiple components to LAN 
parties!

Trusted Platform Module technology provides a security-related crypto processor that carries out 
cryptographic operations.  Or in terms we can all understand…it keeps your data safe!

Sound Blaster has been the benchmark in computer sound since day one!  It provides Premium audio 
quality!

Over 3 hours of battery life.  Lots of time to get some work done in an Airport or on the dock at the cottage.

Backlit Multi-colored full sized keyboard with numeric pad…When a plain old backlit keyboard is just not 
enough!

Onkyo has been around forever providing quality stereo equipment.  Now you can find them providing 
great speakers in our notebooks!
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17.3 inches of bold beautiful display! With an FHD  display, you can have that HiDef display you have 
always wanted!


